
Baby senses

1. Verb Ending In Ing

2. Adjective

3. Plural Noun

4. Noun

5. Present Tense Verb

6. Verb Ending In Ing

7. Adjective

8. Plural Noun

9. Part Of Body (Plural)

10. Animal

11. Food (Plural)

12. Animal

13. Adjective

14. Adjective

15. Plural Noun
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Baby senses

Newborns can feel all different sensations, but respond most enthusiastically to soft stroking, cuddling and

Verb ending in ing . Gentle rocking back and forth often calms a crying infant, as do massages and

Adjective Plural noun . Newborns may comfort themselves by sucking their thumb, or a

Noun . The need to suckle is instinctive and allows newborns to feed.

Newborn infants have unremarkable vision, being able to focus on objects only about 18 inches directly in front

of their face. While this may not be much, it is all that is needed for the infant to look at the mothers eyes.

Generally, a newborn Present tense verb when wanting to feed. When a newborn is not sleeping, or feeding,

or Verb ending in ing he or she may spend a lot of time staring at Adjective Plural noun .

Usually anything that is shiny, has sharp contrasting colors, or has complex patterns will catch an infants eye.

However, the newborn has a preference for looking at other human Part of body (plural) above all else.

While still inside the mother, the infant could hear many internal noises, such as the mothers heartbeat, as well as

many external noises including Animal sounds, music and most other sounds. Therefore, although a

newborns



ears may contain some Food (plural) and fluid, he or she can hear sound from before birth. Newborns

usually respond to a animal voice over a Animal voice. This may explain why people will

unknowingly raise the pitch of their voice when talking to newborns. The sound of other human voices,

especially the mothers, can have a calming or soothing effect on the newborn. However, Adjective or

Adjective Plural noun will startle and scare a newborn.
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